
Basics of Batting

Lesson 2

# 2: Timing

So you are seeing the ball out of the pitchers hand, it looks like a basketball 
coming down, halfway down you think to yourself, self I think I should hit this 
pitch! You start your load, step and swi ….. The ball is already past you, strike!

Timing is a “dance” with the pitcher and this starts in the “On Deck Circle”, 
not when you get to the plate. Far too often I see hitters watch the first pitch 
which is a big fat strike (pie) down the middle and then they nod to say, that 
was a good pitch, should have hit that one! Chances are you wont see it again 
during that at bat.

The Dance:

#1 While in the “hole” take your warm-up swings and loosen up.

#2 When in the “On Deck Circle” start your timing with the pitcher (Note: 
Always set up your timing with a fast ball pitch, it is easier to hang back on a 
breaking ball then trying to speed up to catch a fast ball), to start with, when 
the pitcher starts his motion, you start your load motion, the pitcher lifts his 
front leg, you lift your front leg (full load), the pitcher steps towards the 
plate, you step towards the pitcher, the ball is released, you start your swing.

See where you end up, were you really early? Start the motion later, for 
example when the pitcher is stepping to the plate, you get into a full load, by 
the time the ball is halfway down you are stepping to the pitcher and starting 
your swing.

Were you really late (facing a fast pitcher) now you need to start your motion 
a little before the pitcher.

If you see 2, 3 ,5  pitches while in the “On Deck Circle” when you go up to the 
batters box your timing is should be good. Setup for a fast ball right down the 
middle and if it is there, crush it!

The KEY is to keep your tempo and match it to the pitcher, don’t speed up or 
slow down your swing, adjust your timing.



Basics of Batting

YOU CAN’T HIT WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE

Remember: 
Every pitch is a YES until it is a NO!


